GARDEN CITY, N.Y. – Sophomore Jason Peck (Montgomery/Valley Central), freshman Stef Sair (Huntington) and sophomore Jason Chase (Rush/Rush-Henrietta) each earned all-state honors with their top-eight finishes at the New York State Collegiate Wrestling Championships, hosted by Nassau Community College. Cortland finished 10th out of 19 schools in the final team scoring.

Peck finished second at 125 pounds, Sair was fourth at 174 pounds and Chase placed fifth at 141 pounds.

Seeded second, Peck opened on Friday with a 6-0 win over Hunter's T.J. Lazarus and a 6-5 decision versus Andy Henry of Army. In Saturday's semifinals, Peck defeated third-seeded Alejandro Alvarez of Cornell, 2-1, before losing in the finals to top-seeded Jeff Sato of Columbia, 6-5.

Sair was the sixth seed in the tournament field. He posted a 9-2 win over Eric Rohan of Merchant Marine and a 7-5 win in sudden victory over third-seeded Ron Schroeder of Army on Friday. He lost 6-4 in the second tiebreaker in Saturday's semifinals versus second-seeded Hanif Abdush-Shahid of Nassau. In the consolation bracket, Sair won 14-6 over eighth-seeded Kevin Kinnear of Morrisville and lost in the third-place match to fourth-seeded Matthias Keib of Ithaca, 3-1.

Chase, seeded seventh, pinned NYU's Vinnie Russo in 6:59 before losing to second-seeded Justin Lijo of Cornell, 9-3. Chase won a consolation bracket match versus Bill Morello of Niagara County Community College, 10-2, to advance to Saturday's action and clinch all-state honors. Chase edged sixth-seeded Leshaunne Lewis of Nassau, 3-2, then dropped a 6-5 verdict to fourth-seeded Patrick Simpson of Army. Chase won the fifth-place match, 6-3, versus Columbia's Dean Kinports.

**FINAL TEAM SCORES:**

1. Army ......................... 178.5 10. SUNY Cortland .................. 52.0
2. Univ. at Buffalo ................ 135.5 11. Morrisville CC ............. 40.5
3. SUNY Brockport ............. 124.5 12. New York University ....... 35.0
5. Columbia Univ. .............. 93.5 14. Hunter College ............. 18.0
6. Cornell Univ. ................ 74.5 14. Jamestown CC ........... 18.0
7. Ithaca College ............. 72.0 16. U.S. Merchant Marine Academy ... 13.0
8. SUNY Oneonta ............ 58.0 17. SUNY Maritime .............. 10.0
9. SUNY Oswego ........... 53.0 18. Alfred State College ....... 9.5
(Cortland results on the following page)
CORTLAND RESULTS: (* does not count toward official W-L record) (Finishers in top 8 earn all-state honors)

**125 pounds**

(#2) Jason Peck (3-1, 2nd place)
def. T.J. Lazarus (Hunter), 6-0
def. Andy Henry (Army), 6-5
Semifinals: def. #3 Alejandro Alvarez (Cornell), 2-1
Finals: lost to #1 Jeff Sato (Columbia), 6-5

**133 pounds**

Eddie Ortiz (1-2, 1-1 official)
* lost to #8 Aaron Kitchel (Jamestown CC), 14-8
* won by major dec. vs. Erick Amiscosa (USMMA), 15-5
* lost to #3 Cliff Smith (Buffalo), 10-1

**141 pounds**

(#7) Jason Chase (4-2, 2-2 official, 5th place)
pinned Vinnie Russo (NYU), 6:59
lost to #2 Justin Lijo (Cornell), 9-3
* won by major dec. vs. #5 Bill Morello (Niagara CCC), 10-2
* def. #6 Leshaurne Lewis (Nassau CC), 3-2
lost to #4 Patrick Simpson (Army), 6-5
def. Dean Kinports (Columbia), 6-3

**149 pounds**

Jack Holmgren (0-2)
lost to #7 Dane LaPlante (Oswego), 8-3
lost to Starky Desoto (Cornell), 6-4

**157 pounds**

Frank Sokolowski (1-2)
won by major dec. vs. Charles Gutilla (Oswego), 8-0
lost to #1 Phillip Simpson (Army), Pin 2:20
lost to #2 John Cholish (Cornell), 10-2

**165 pounds**

(#8) Matt Slate (0-1, 0-0 official)
* pinned Josh Anderson (Niagara CCC), 4:19
* medical forfeit vs. #1 Carlos Patrick (Nassau CC)
* medical forfeit vs. Golden Baker (Columbia)

**174 pounds**

(#6) Stef Sair (3-2, 2-1 official, 4th place)
def. Eric Rohan (USMMA), 9-2
def. #3 Ron Schroeder (Army), 7-5 (sv)
Semifinals:
* lost to #2 Hanif Abdush-Shahid (Nassau), 6-4 (2nd tb)
* won by maj. dec. vs. #8 Kevin Kinnear (Morrisville), 14-6
lost to #4 Matthias Keib (Ithaca), 3-1

**184 pounds**

(#4) Ben Locke (1-2)
lost to Sam Kuntz (Columbia), 4-3
won by medical forfeit vs. #5 Justin Chandler (Oneonta)
lost to #7 Chris Springer (USMMA), 3-1

**197 pounds**

Matt Eldridge (0-2, 0-1 official)
lost to #1 Kyle Cerminara (Buffalo), Pin 1:06
* lost to Josh Bramen (Morrisville CC), Pin 1:37

**Heavyweight**

Jason Lichtenstein (1-2)
lost to #3 Greg Thomas (Buffalo), 4-1
won by medical forfeit vs. Mike Mons (USMMA)
lost to Arnold Frost (Brockport), 6-5